The Simon Brown SDRconsole tutorial and setup tips:
By W3GAS
OK, here it is the low down…
First you should have the SDR Server PDF file downloaded by now and you should have taken a few
minutes to cover the basic material for using SDRserver V2.
This icon should appear on your server desktop. The program SDR Console V2 should also
be located on your server. More on the use of both together, even though you do not run
the Receiver Console when you activate the Server. Remember, the SDRserver is not an
application that displays your SDRplay on the client’s desktop. What is really happening
here is the server application is delivering data packets to the client. The client setup is reading the
streaming (TCP) packets, displaying the waterfall data and decompressing the audio data for the
soundcard. We will touch on this later when we talk a little about the client console.
Let us not get ahead of ourselves here…we must remind you that you are about to stream data a (TCP)
protocol over the Internet. You will be pushing the SDRserver data packets out to your modem, through
an open port on your router and on to the Global IP your ISP has given you. Whether that is a static
address or DHCP, it makes no difference. I might add, you can use certain DDNS setups as well.
The stream must be set in your router. That means you must apply a “port forward” rule to your
router. The rules are simple to setup but you must understand your router and the complex ways it
handles forwarding a data stream.
To begin, you must set the SDR server computer to a dedicated local IP (example: 192.168.1.100).
You should set the application to forward to “custom ports”. Now be sure that both protocols are to be
used (TCP/UDP). The source port should be “any” and the destination port should be 7999. The
Forward to Port is “same as incoming port” which will be 7999 if you set up the server program
correctly. Note, there are specific sets of rules for different routers, the above is only a basic line-up.
Remember…the server program uses 7995 as default, you will change that to 7999. I tried the default
port and had problems setting my router to that port. You can use any port you want, but 7995 or 7999
are standard ports for both protocols and it should work out very well. However, in my case, I use
Verizon FIOS, and the SDRserver program could not open 7995 at my router. It was not a Firewall issue
and I suspect the router was programmed to permanently close off 7995. This may happen to you. If so
simply use a different port.

Before we continue…note the image above, this is the bottom banner on your SDRserver (build 2381)
dialogue box. The lower right corner “On-Air: OK” means your server is running and the port is open and
ready. All server errors will be displayed here. You will see the above banner when you are waiting for a
client to log on. When the client logs on, the CPU percentage will be displayed as well as the amount of
memory being used.

Let us start with opening the SDR server application…you want to run this as “administrator” so left click
the ICON (as shown above) and select “run as administrator” from the list.
The program executes to the first default window:

Note the version and the build are displayed at the top…You are in the “Service” tab. This is where you
set the wheels in motion. That means you start the server by clicking on the “Start” button. No need to
do this now, your configuration is not complete.
You should familiarize yourself with this screen. The RED “X” will change as soon as you start the
service. If all is correct and the router is open, the “On-Air:OK” prompt will be shown. This
means your server is waiting for a client to log on.
That happens when the CLIENT clicks on the REMOTE CONNECTION while they are running
the receiver console program from their remote location. That could be across the room,
the state or the planet!! When they do this a dialogue box appears on their end showing the NETWORK
CONNECTION.
The client operator is given the choice to connect or BROWSE WEB for a connection. The connection
server has a default link that is an XML file which displays the available receivers. The list contains
information which displays to the client the Name, IP Address, location, Radio, Homepage and more.
The User Name and Passwords for default logon are also displayed. Now all the client operator has to
do is click on a receiver of choice.

The receiver is highlighted and a double click will open the receiver for “connection” We will cover this
again in the receiver section of the tutorial…
Now looking at the the SDrserver console window, click on the “Radios” tab.

You should see your SDRplay listed and checked. If not, you select your radio using the SEARCH button.
If you cannot find your radio, you will be required to click the ADD button.

When you see your radio listed, you are ready to start your SDRserver on-line configuration.
You will start at the “Network” tab: There are three sub-tabs, start with “Connections”

This is the proper settings for your router as set to forward the 7999 port. Note the Windows Firewall
settings. The firewall information is displayed here. You should see the Port and it should be “enabled”.
This means…if you start the service, the port will be opened through the firewall. Your screen should
look like this. If not you will have to open the “Control Panel” and assign the port 7999 to the SDRserver
application. Depending on your version of Windows, you can access help from the Internet on how to
open and block ports on your Windows Firewall. Note: These values cannot be changed while the service
is running.
Ok, be certain you “Listen on” ANY (recommended). That will be the same as you set in your router. If
you set that to a specific port in your router, which I do not recommend, you will have to place that port
in the “Listen on”: input box shown above.
Now let us click the “Bandwidth” tab:

This is where you set the resolution and the speed for the packets delivered to the stream.

The differences can be noted between a WAN and your LAN. The Local Area Network is a short distance,
network. Connectivity may be through a “switch” device where the distance is few feet to a few
hundred feet apart. The WAN is a router based network which connects many LAN systems to a broadband Wide Area Network, such as the Internet.
The illustration above shows you the DEFAULT settings. The illustration below displays a reasonable
configuration for a high speed broad-band connection. Since I stream over a Fiber Optics network I can
offer upload speeds close to 50 MBPS. Coaxial networks like “cable networks” are limited to less than 20
MBPS. Those settings would limit the resolution dramatically.

Note that the “bit resolution” has much to do with “audio” information. When set at “7 bits” audio can
be choppy and clipping can occur. Set the resolution to 8 bits.
You can reduce the resolution, and lower the FFT size in order to limit bandwidth. However this will
come at an expense. The SDRplay works best when it is allowed to run…so limiting these settings will
cost your listeners a greater level of experience. You should experiment with an Amateur Radio
colleague who resides some distance away and one that understands the application.
As a server administrator, you must consider all connections are not going to be HIGH SPEED. Many
will be from listeners who are thousands of miles away. I receive more hits from foreign countries than
the United States. But my SERVICE is not designed for the “anonymous guest ”. I will explain later.
The “Audio Codec” tab is next: This is an interesting screen.

Note for those of you who do not understand…a CODEC is much like a MODEM, only in software.
The CODEC means “code and decode” a digital data stream. In this case the AUDIO CODEC is a software
application that decodes the audio data to the client. Basically this is the compression program and it
does require audio hardware processors on the “decoding” side. Since compression is an algorithm the
faster these processors, the higher the audio “bit rate” or resolution.
The SDR server allows you to control the maximum bit rate. I set mine to auto, but you can limit the bit
rate if you choose. The range is 10 KBPS to 100 KBPS. I have experimented and find that “auto” is the
best setting. The remaining settings should be applied as shown above.

It is time we set the “On Air” tab configuration: This is where “shit happens”!!!

The first thing…read the side-bar FAQ. This explains what is happening here. The default settings are
going to be displayed, and short of the STATION DESCRIPTION, you will not change anything. You will
need a “station name” and your “global IP address” [ http://www.myglobalip.com/ ]. You can find your
Latitude and Longitude settings here [ http://www.whatsmygps.com/ ]. The information you place here
will be posted to the XML file at [ www.SDRspace.com ]. When a client browses for an SDRreceiver they
will find a listing of servers and select one. The SDRconsole application reads the data and if the “login”
data is correct, SDRconsole will offer the radio to the client. The client user clicks CONNECT, and the
receiver is started on their desktop. The actual program is executing locally using the packets of data
sent by and received from the SDRserver program.
Let us take a break…
Get a cup of coffee and follow along for a moment. You should have the SDRconsole on your computer.
Start the program…cancel out of the radio selection dialogue box and click on the Remote connection
button as shown here. The “Network Connection” dialogue
box appears. Click the “Browse Web” button.
The list of SDR servers will appear. AT the top you will see how
many are available at this moment. The number changes
more often than not. I suggest you slide the “bottom slider” to view the “Comment” column. Here is
where you get an idea of how you will present yourself and your radio. The “Antenna” column is obvious
as is the “Radio” column. You can save a version of the XML file as a “text file”. You might want to do
this and review the details. Remember, your server listing will be displayed in a chronological order. The
“!” exclamation point will post first then numerical then alphabetical.
Now select a radio and connect. Remember the RED “X” means the radio is not available.
When you are finished don’t forget to DISCONNECT from the server. The courteous thing to do.

PART TWO:
Ok we are ready to continue. Go ahead click the “Accounts” tab:

Let us ADD a new account…

This is the Account dialogue. Here you will ADD a new account. The first thing is to create the account
by entering a “Username” and the “Password”. Make these sensible and, to some degree, discrete.
You can give the user a “super” account or, as I like to do, build the account that fits the user’s needs.
The default “guest” account has a basic “password”. But the guest account also has “Time Limits” and
No “Data Recording” is allowed. The “Comments” field may be left empty, however I like to use this
field for special instructions or details about the user’s connection.

You enable DATA RECORDING here…

The “Time Limit Manager” uses two drop down menus. You can select “No limit” or set a minimum
connection time in minutes or hours. The interval settings are designed to keep a visitor from timing out
and immediately starting the stream again. The interval is a fair way to open the server to other users.

In a private SDRradio Group where your members have multiple radios, you could do this differently, by
allowing users to disconnect and log back on at any time. Use of a CHAT ROOM to inform group
members when you are going to disconnect and re-connect is a good way to handle the traffic. Above all
be courteous. For members who have more than one radio server, a private SDRgroup such as the Cam
radio Net is a perfect way to communicate. If radio communications are down, use the CHAT ROOM.
Let us continue:

We have covered most of the TABS, so I will briefly touch on those that cover the logistics of running
your server.
The “Radios” tab opens to your RADIO CONFIGURATION:

Here you see the radios that are available on your system for service. From this dialogue (window) you
may “search” (drop down selector) your system for a connected device, “add” a radio definition, “Edit”
the selected radio or “Delete” the configuration. Note that the “default radio” connected to your
computer will be displayed as soon as you have completed the SDRconsole setup.
More on this later…

While I have a moment…click on the “Help” tab:

The PDF file location can be found under the “Help Files” button. You can access your Firewall settings
while you are here, and you can print a copy of the FAQ details. The PDF file is a far more detailed file
than this tutorial. Keep that in mind if you have other questions.
Take a look at the “Status” tab:

The most detail you will use here is the “CPU%” and the “Memory Size in MB” (275 MB average).
The client status will be displayed when someone has logged on. All the details are shown including the
incoming IP Address, as well as the time logged on.
Do not open the “Registry” button unless you are a qualified Windows technician. One mistake here and
the entire computer could be rendered out of commission.
This leads us to the final tab on the SDRserver program workspace. Click on the “Logfiles “ tab:

This illustration displays the actual live log file as it is presented to the administrator. There are three
sub-tabs here, the “Geo Location” , “Session” and “History”. The History tab displays a list of all your
server connections. You can save, delete and print this list. I leave this tab visible when I run my server.

The “Session” tab is last, but not least…

This is an actual session…this dialogue (window) is updated every few seconds. I will not attempt to
explain what this means, but if you are an administrator, I suggest you read the SDRserver
documentation and understand how to use this information. I print the session after a few days and
analyze the data. Remember my server is dedicated to the Cam Radio website. I do not report to
“status.sdrspace.com”. In my case, the XML transmission will always fail and it will be empty. I expect
my users to log on via the Cam Radio website XML file.
If there is anything I can add…use the PDF documentation located under the “Help” tab. I have placed
this PDF file on the Cam Radio website. The link is located under “Download Index” below the “Stream
Information” menu. There is a Cam Radio Scanner running every time you log on…I hope to process a
“SDRserver ON-LINE” prompt for every member SDR receiver.

Please review my SDRconsole basic tutorial on the Cam Radio website…73, join us often.

